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Faith in spillway sparked crisis
State, federal agencies
dismissed erosion
warnings in Oroville
By BETTINA BOXALL
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Bill Croyle stood in front of
an aerial photo of Lake Oroville
and swept his hand across the
top of the emergency spillway
that was helping drain water out
of the brimming reservoir.
“Solid rock. All this is rock,”

Croyle, acting director of the
Department of Water Resources, said with an air of confidence
at the Feb. 11 briefing.
The flows over the concrete
lip of the unpaved spillway were
tiny compared with what it was
designed to handle. Oroville’s
first-ever emergency spill was
going smoothly.
Roughly 27 hours later, state
officials told Butte County Sheriff Kory Honea that erosion was
chewing away at the base of
the spillway’s concrete lip. It

Reconstruction
continues in a
race to shore
up the emergency spillway
at Oroville Dam
in Oroville on
Wednesday.

was on the verge of collapse,
threatening to send a towering wall of flood water through
downstream communities, endangering tens of thousands of
people. Honea ordered a mass
evacuation.
The erosion slowed and dam
managers got enough water
out of the reservoir to stop the
emergency spill late Feb. 12. California narrowly averted what
could have been one of the worst
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“We were tribeless. It really did take away who we were.”
JULIE MORAN, former member of the Robinson Rancheria Pomo Indians

Exiled Pomos return

Michael Flynn

Flynn
linked to
pro-Putin
peace deal
Proposal by trio of
Trump associates would
discredit Ukraine leader
By MEGAN TWOHEY
and SCOTT SHANE
NEW YORK TIMES

A week before Michael Flynn
resigned as national security
adviser, a sealed proposal was
hand-delivered to his office,
outlining a way for President
Donald Trump to lift sanctions
against Russia.
Flynn is gone, having been
caught lying about his own discussion of sanctions with the
Russian ambassador.
But the proposal, a peace
plan for Ukraine and Russia,
remains, along with those pushing it: Michael Cohen, the president’s personal lawyer, who
delivered the document; Felix
Sater, a business associate who
helped Trump scout deals in
Russia; and a Ukrainian lawmaker trying to rise in a political
opposition movement shaped in
part by Trump’s former campaign manager Paul Manafort.
At a time when Trump’s ties to
Russia, and the people connected to him, are under heightened
scrutiny — with investigations
by U.S. intelligence agencies, the
FBI and Congress — some of his
associates remain willing and
eager to wade into Russia-related efforts behind the scenes.
Trump has confounded Democrats and Republicans alike
with his repeated praise for the
Russian president, Vladimir
Putin, and his desire to forge
a U.S.-Russian alliance. While
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Mildred Goforth, left, is in the process of re-enrollment with the Robinson Rancheria, along with her granddaughter, Julie Moran, and daughter,
Karen Ramos. Goforth was disenrolled by the rancheria eight years ago.

Robinson Rancheria re-enrolls some 70 members it once kicked out
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

n a rare turnabout, a Lake County
tribe is reinstating nearly 70 members
who eight years ago were stripped of
their tribal status and benefits, cultural
identities and, in some cases, their homes.
Exiled Robinson Rancheria Pomo
Indians still feel deeply the sting of that
banishment but most welcome the chance
to regain their tribal citizenship, which is
expected to be finalized within weeks.
“It was heartbreaking,” said Julie
Moran, 41. But “I’m going to re-enroll; my
heart has always been with the tribe.”

Two other family members, however,
have said they no longer want to be part of
a tribe that cast them away, Moran said.
The Upper Lake tribe’s decision to reinstate its former members is an encouraging sign and counterweight against the
massive, nationwide disenrollments embroiling Native American tribes for more
than two decades, said Gabe Galanda, a
Seattle-based attorney who specializes
in disenrollments. He is a member of the
Round Valley tribe in Mendocino County.
Some tribes in recent years have spoken out against the practice, a longtime
problem that spiked in the 1990s following
the legalization of Indian gaming. Native

Americans also are widely using social
media to protest the disenrollments.
“They are saying enough is enough,”
Galanda said.
Galanda said he believes the Robinson
Rancheria case is the first time an entire
group of people disenrolled en masse has
been re-enrolled without a court order.
There has been at least one case in which
dozens of people were voluntarily re-enrolled at once, but others in their group
remained outsiders, he said.
Robinson tribal members first voted
52-25 to re-enroll members at the end of
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Hemings out of the shadows at Monticello
By KRISSAH THOMPSON
WASHINGTON POST

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Virginia —
The room where historians believe
Sally Hemings slept was just steps
away from Thomas Jefferson’s bedroom. But in 1941, the caretakers of
Monticello turned it into a restroom.
The floor tiles and bathroom stalls
covered over the story of the enslaved
woman, who was owned by Jefferson and had a long-term relationship
with him. Their liaison was a scandal
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during his life and was denied for decades by his descendants. But many
historians now believe the third president of the United States was the father of her six children.
Time, and perhaps shame, erased
all physical evidence of her presence
at Jefferson’s home here, a building so
famous that it is depicted on the back
of the nickel.
Now the floor tiles have been pulled
up and the room is under restoration
— and Hemings’s life is poised to become a larger part of the story told at
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Monticello.
When the long-hidden space opens
to the public next year, it will mark a
dramatic shift in the way one of the
nation’s most revered Founding Fathers is portrayed to the more than
440,000 visitors who tour this landmark annually.
It’s part of a $35 million restoration
project that will bolster Monticello’s
infrastructure but also reconstruct
and showcase buildings where enTURN TO HEMINGS » PAGE A6

IRAQIS MAKE PUSH IN MOSUL: US-backed
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This room in the Monticello’s south wing is where
Sally Hemings, a slave thought to have been Thomas
Jefferson’s mistress, is believed to have lived.
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